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The electric hypermagnetizabilities and nuclear shielding polarizabilities of
the CO and CH

%
molecules are computed using multicon®gurational linear

response theory and a ®nite ®eld method, in a mixed analytical±numerical
approach. Extended sets of magnetic ®eld dependent basis functions are
employed. The use of the natural connection ensures good accuracy of the
magnetic properties after numerical diŒerentiation. The CO data are compared
with other correlated literature results, and for CH

%
the ®rst correlated ab initio

estimates of both properties are presented.

1. Introduction

The contributions of Professor Buckingham to the advancement of knowledge in
several areas of atomic and molecular physics in the last decades are fundamental. The
topic discussed here, the electric ®eld dependence of magnetic properties, is one where
his in¯uence has been profound [1, 2], and his decisive contributions to our theoretical
understanding of the Kerr [3] and Cotton±Mouton [4, 5] eŒects, as well as the
implications of the electric ®eld dependence of nuclear magnetic shieldings [6], have
inspired researchers in the ®eld and catalysed the rapidly increasing literature on the
subject.

With the fast development of theory and computational methods, more and more
properties arising from the nonlinear response of matter to various combinations of
electric and magnetic ®elds are being computed to high accuracy. The calculations are
still quite complex, however, because of the strong dependence of these properties on
the choice of gauge origin, on the basis set, and on the description of electron
correlation.

We have studied the electric ®eld dependence of the magnetizability and nuclear
magnetic shieldings in N

#
, C

#
H

#
, HCN and H

#
O [7]. We employed multicon-

®gurational SCF (MCSCF) response with London perturbation-dependent atomic
orbitals (MC-GIAO) [8, 9], which ensures gauge origin independence of the results and
a satisfactory description of electron correlation for molecules of this size. The
polarizabilities were obtained by a numerical ®nite ®eld (FF) diŒerentiation of the
analytically calculated second-order properties, in a mixed analytical±numerical
approach [10]. The use of the natural connection [11,12] led us to obtain data of
satisfactory accuracy for the magnetic properties after numerical diŒerentiation. In
this work, we extend this study to other molecular systems. We present results for the
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electric magnetizability polarizabilities (including the hypermagnetizability aniso-
tropy, directly related to the Cotton±Mouton eŒect) and for the nuclear magnetic
shielding polarizabilities of CO and CH

%
.

The hypermagnetizabilities of CO have been studied by Cybulski and Bishop [13],
who employed second-order Mùller±Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) and FF for
large perturbation-independent basis sets. These authors also computed vibrational
corrections to the electronic properties. For CH

%
, there are two studies of the

Cotton±Mouton eŒect in the literature, namely semiempirical estimate by Bishop and
Pipin [14] based on the `spherical molecule ’ approximation and a recent Hartree±Fock
cubic response calculation by Norman et al. [15].

Cybulski and Bishop [16, 17] in addition have calculated the nuclear magnetic
shielding polarizabilities of CO (including vibrational contributions), analytically at
the SCF level and with an FF technique at the MP2 level. Augspurger and Dykstra [18]
have obtained chemical shielding derivatives of CO with the so-called derivative
Hartree±Fock method, and estimated some of the tensor components for the lowest
vibrational levels of the ground electronic state using a derivative Numerov±Cooley
(DNC) approach. Nuclear magnetic shielding polarizabilities of CH

%
have been

studied by Grayson and Raynes [19±21], employing FF with a coupled HF approach,
and by Augspurger and Dykstra [18].

In the following we review some de®nitions and formulae relating the properties to
experiment. The computational technique has been discussed in detail in [7] and it is
summarized in the next two paragraphs. We ®nally present and discuss our results.

2. Theory

The theory and techniques employed in the calculation of the electric-®eld
dependence of magnetizabilities and nuclear magnetic shieldings using London atomic
orbitals were discussed in [7] and are sketched only brie¯y here. We focus on
de®nitions and conventions that are needed for understanding the results and their
comparison with experiment.

In an external weak perturbing electric ®eld E, the elements of the molecular
magnetizability tensor vab may be expanded as [1]

vE
ab ¯®

¥#e(B, E, m)

¥Ba ¥Bb )B=m=!
¯ vab!nab,c

Ec!1}2gcd,ab EcEd!! (1)

In the above equation, e(B, E, m) is the molecular energy in a magnetic induction
B and nuclear magnetic moments m. Equation (1) de®nes the hypermagnetizability
tensors nab,c

and gab,cd,

nab,c¯
¥vE

ab

¥Ec

, (2 a)

gab,cd¯
¥#vE

cd

¥Ea ¥Eb

. (2 b)

Analogously, the nuclear shielding tensor for nucleus K is expanded as [6]

rE
ab(K) ¯ 1!

¥#e(B, E, m)

¥Ba ¥m
Kb )B=m=!

¯ rab(K )!r!ab,c
(K ) Ec!1}2r"ab,cd(K ) Ec Ed!!, (3)
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where the so-called shielding polarizabilities are de®ned as

r!ab,c
(K ) ¯

¥rE
ab(K )

¥Ec

, (4 a)

r"ab,cd(K ) ¯
¥#rE

ab(K )

¥Ec¥Ed

. (4 b)

Note the diŒerent orderings of the indices in equations (2b) and (4b).
The elements of n, g, r« and r§ are calculated by a mixed analytical±numerical

approach. SCF and MCSCF magnetizabilities and nuclear magnetic shieldings are
evaluated in the presence of external electric ®elds, and the polarizabilities are then
obtained by ®nite diŒerentiation. The use of atomic basis sets that depend explicitly on
the external magnetic ®eld (London atomic orbitals, LAOs or GIAOs [8,9]) ensures
gauge origin independence of the results and leads to faster basis set convergence. With
the choice of the natural connection for the perturbation dependent set [11,12],
numerical problems that would otherwise undermine the accuracy of the computed
properties are avoided.

The hypermagnetizability anisotropy (Einstein summation convention implied)

Dg¯ 1}5(gab,ab®1}3gaa,bb) (5)

is related to the Cotton±Mouton constant
m

C introduced by Buckingham and Pople
[4, 5], which for rigid diamagnetic molecules is written as

m
C ¯

2pN

27 (Dg!
1

5kT
(aab vab®1}3aaa vbb)* . (6)

Here aab denotes an element of the electric polarizability tensor, N is Avogadro’s
number, k the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature.

m
C is proportional to the

mean electric polarizability in a strong magnetic ®eld, and is employed in the
description of the Cotton±Mouton eŒect [22, 23], which is a weak birefringence
exhibited by isotropic gases in a strong magnetic ®eld. Commonly, this eŒect is
expressed by experimentalists through the relation [24]

Dn ¯ ns®n
v
¯ C

CM
kB#, (7)

connecting the observed birefringence (anisotropy of the refraction index n) with the
magnetic induction B and the wavelength k. The constant C

CM
in equation (7) can be

related easily to
m

C following the de®nitions in [5]:

C
CM ¯

27

2kV
m

m
C (8)

where V
m

is the molar volume of the gas.
Unlike hypermagnetizabilities, the nuclear magnetic shielding polarizabilities are

not related directly to a speci®c measurable experimental eŒect. However, they have
been invoked frequently to provide an approximate description of the eŒects of
inter- and intramolecular electric ®elds on the chemical shieldings. Thus, they were
introduced to explain shifts of the nuclear magnetic shieldings in terms of local electric
®eld eŒects arising due to polar substituents [25], to model ligand eŒects in proteins
[26] or to describe the role of the solvent [27]. A thorough account of the literature on
shielding polarizabilities can be found in several recent reviews [28±30].

Upon averaging the nuclear magnetic shielding over all orientations of the
magnetic ®eld with the electric ®eld kept ®xed relative to the molecular axes, the
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rotational mean shielding polarizabilities A
z
, B

xx
, B

yy
and B

zz
may be introduced [6].

In the following, we use the de®nitions for the rotational averaged shielding
polarizabilities taken from Buckingham’s early work [6]. For the z components, for
instance,

A
z¯®1}3r!aa,z

,

B
zz¯®1}6r"aa,zz

, (9)

and similarly for the x and y components.
DiŒerent units are employed in the literature for the quantities discussed here.

We will use atomic units throughout. Distances are given in a
!

(bohr a
! ¯

E 5±29177¬10Õ "" m) and electric ®eld strengths in units of E
h}ea

!
(E

h}ea
! E

5±142208¬10"" V mÕ "). The appropriate conversion factors to SI, electrostatic (esu)
and electromagnetic (emu) unit systems, and the last two are employed quite often by
researchers working in the ®eld, for the electric and magnetic properties treated here
are :

1 au of a ¯ e#a#
!}E

h E 1±64878¬10Õ %" C# m# JÕ "

E 1±481847¬10Õ #&(4pe
!
) cm$

1 au of v¯ e#a#
!}m

e E 7±89104¬10Õ #* J TÕ #

E (or 7±89104¬10Õ $! cm$ E 4±7519 ppm cgs)

1 au of n ¯ e$a$
!}m

e
E

h E 1±534562¬10Õ %! C m TÕ #

E 1±379196¬10Õ #’(4pe
!
) cm% sÕ " GÕ "

1 au of g¯ e%a%
!}m

e
E #

h E 2±98425¬10Õ &# C# m# JÕ " TÕ #

E 2±682108¬10Õ %%(4pe
!
) cm$ GÕ #

1 au of r« ¯ ppm(a#
!}e) E 1±94469¬10Õ ") m VÕ "

E 5±83003¬10Õ "% cm statVÕ "

1 au of r§ ¯ ppm(a#
!}e)# E 3±78182¬10Õ $! m# VÕ #

E 3±39892¬10Õ #" cm# statVÕ #

3. Computational details

Due to their small size and high symmetry, the systems studied here allow the use
of quite large basis sets. In addition, only a small number of tensor components need
to be computed. The magnetic properties investigated here are aŒected by correlation
to diŒerent extents. CO has been found to be a di"cult system for the calculation of
a variety of magnetic properties. For example, the dependence of the nuclear magnetic
shieldings on the correlation treatment appears to be extremely complicated, and
sophisticated approaches are required for accurate and stable results [31±34]. By
contrast, the magnetizability [35, 36] and nuclear magnetic shieldings [31, 32, 37] of
CH

%
are much less dependent on correlation. In all cases one can expect larger

correlation eŒects for higher-order properties.
DiŒerent (spherical) Gaussian basis sets were investigated, but only the results for

the `best ’ basis sets are reported and discussed here. Following the notation in [7], we
label these sets IVa and IVb. They derive from the set labelled H IV [38], and include
[12s8p4d2f]}©9s8p4d2fª and [13s9p5d2f]}©10s9p5d2fª functions, respectively, for C
and O, while [7s4p2d]}©6s4p2dª and [8s5p2d]}©7s5p2dª functions are centred on the
H atom for the two sets. We refer to [7] for further details. Geometrical parameters and
arrangements were chosen to simplify comparison with the literature data.
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Following Cybulski and Bishop [13], the experimental geometry given in [39] was
assumed (R

e ¯ 2±132 a
!
) for CO. The molecule was placed along the z axis, with the

positive direction from C to O. Two diŒerent active spaces were used in the correlated
calculations : a full valence complete active space (FV-CAS, 3r, 4r, 5r, 6r, 1p, 2p) for
both basis sets IVa and IVb, and a restricted active space (RAS) involving 16 active
orbitals for basis set IVb only. In this case, the full valence orbitals were treated as a
complete active subspace, and we included in the con®guration space all single and
double excitations from this CAS subspace to the next 10 orbitals, ®ve of r symmetry,
three of p symmetry and two of d symmetry. The total number of variational
parameters (determinants and orbital coe"cients) was in this case larger than 940000
(in C

s
symmetry).

The selection of all active spaces was based on the MP2 natural orbital (NO)
occupation numbers. Note that the next sensible CAS beyond FV-CAS, which
included seven r orbitals, three p orbitals and one d orbital, and which yields the best
results for the MC-GIAO nuclear shielding calculations of [38], cannot be employed
with our current computational resources, because of the need to break symmetry in
the FF calculations.

For methane, we assumed the geometry of [38] which is taken from [40] (R
CH ¯

2±0674a
!
, x HCH ¯ 109±471°). The number of non-zero components of the shielding

polarizability tensors for a particular nucleus depends on the local symmetry at that
nucleus, and may be obtained by group theoretical techniques [41]. In a T

d
geometrical

arrangement, i.e., with coordinate axes corresponding to S
%

symmetry axes (H atoms
at the opposite corners of a cube) only one ®rst derivative and three second derivatives
of the magnetizability and the carbon shielding tensor components are non-zero. On
the other hand, with this arrangement in the presence of the perturbing ®elds, the
symmetry of the system is lost. Severe disc limitations arise in the CASSCF calculation
(at the SCF level we can take advantage of a direct approach). The problem may be
circumvented by rotating the molecular frame by 45° around the z axis, raising the
minimum symmetry to a more comfortable C

s
. This rotation increases the number of

tensor components to be evaluated but the calculation becomes feasible due to the
reduction in the number of integrals. Straightforward symmetry transformations
allow us to obtain the appropriate relationships between results for diŒerent
geometrical set-ups [42]. Similar transformations are performed also to compute the
nuclear shielding polarizabilities at the hydrogen nucleus. The local symmetry of the
H in the geometrical arrangement chosen here to display the results is C

$v
, and again

it is computationally convenient to employ the results of the calculations carried out
in the higher minimum-symmetry set-up described above.

For CH
%
, we analysed the dependence of the properties with respect to extension

of the basis set at the SCF level only. Based on these results, we chose basis set IVa and
a complete active space including the 2a

"
, 3a

"
, 1t

#
, 2t

#
and 3t

#
orbitals [38] for the

correlated calculations. This active space appears to be a good compromise between
accuracy and computational eŒort.

As in [7], we found that ®eld strengths between 0±001 and 0±01 au are adequate to
obtain numerically stable polarizabilities. Generally speaking, stronger ®elds are
needed when aiming at magnetizability polarizabilities compared with nuclear
magnetic shielding derivatives. Also, somewhat stronger ®elds were needed for the
tensor components of CH

%
compared with CO, which exhibits stronger response

eŒects to the electromagnetic perturbation.
All calculations were performed with the DALTON program [43].
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4. Results and discussion

Tables 1±7 summarize the results. We report all nonzero symmetry-unique
components of the four tensors n, g, r« and r§ that can be obtained by applying
combinations of electric ®elds with the geometrical arrangements as described above,
with the exception of r« (H) and r§(H), where we have omitted those components that
do not contribute to the rotational averages.

4.1. CO

4.1.1. CO magnetizability polarizabilities
The magnetizability and magnetizability polarizabilities of CO are reported in

table 1, together with the results of Cybulski and Bishop [13].
Basis sets IVa and IVb give essentially the same results for the magnetic

susceptibility, both at the SCF and the correlated (FV-CAS) levels. Our SCF value
(®2±606 au) reproduces the extended basis set gauge-dependent MP2 result of
Cybulski and Bishop [13] and practically falls on top of an SCF-GIAO result obtained
employing an augmented cc-pVQZ basis set [35]. SCF-IGLO [36] and RPA [44]
magnetizabilities diŒer from ours by no more than 0±4%.

Correlation increases the magnetizability by a few per cent. Cybulski and Bishop
observe an increase of C 5%. Our best FV-CAS result, ®2±720 au, is reduced to

®2±691 au in the RASSCF calculation. This corresponds to a change of C 3%
relative to the SCF estimate. On the other hand, the (7r, 3p, 1d) CASSCF GIAO
augmented cc-pVQZ basis result of ®2±752 au [35] essentially con®rms the MP2 value
of Cybulski and Bishop, indicating that our RASSCF underestimates the correlation
eŒect on the magnetizability. One should consider, however, that while MC-IGLO
(®2±725 au) [36] essentially con®rms both the MP2 and the CASSCF-GIAO results,
SOPPA [44] gives a much lower value (®2±505 au) and experiment [45] lies at a quite
distant value of ®2±066 au. Most of the disagreement between the RASSCF and MP2
value of the average magnetic susceptibility appears to derive from the perpendicular
component. Note that our estimate of the anisotropy Dv (®1±668 au) is somewhat
closer to experiment (®1±739"0±0025 au) [46] than others.

As far as the magnetizability polarizabilities are concerned, the diŒerences between
the SCF components of the tensor using basis sets IVa and IVb are quite small (less
than 1±5%), except for g

xx,xx
(C 7%), and g

zz,xx
(C 2±4%). For Dg the diŒerences are

negligible. At the correlated (FV-CAS) level, diŒerences between 0±1% and 4±6% are
observed, and again the net eŒect on the anisotropy is negligible. When we compare
our best correlated (RASSCF) and the SCF results, we note a very strong increase (in
absolute values) of g

xx,xx
(C 38%) and g

zz,xx
(C 46%). With the exception of the ®rst

derivative n
xx,z

, the other components are aŒected to a smaller extent (increases of
about 15% on the average) while the in¯uence on the anisotropy is remarkably small
(C 2%). As far as n

xx,z
is concerned, our RASSCF value drops to ®0±003 ppm au,

showing a dramatic dependence on correlation which parallels that shown by the
corresponding second derivative g

zz,xx
. Similar behaviour was observed by Cybulski

and Bishop, whose value of n
xx,z

drops by about 75% upon introduction of correlation
[13].

All SCF results are in good agreement with those of [13]. The correlated FV-CAS
results diŒer substantially from those obtained by Cybulski and Bishop [13] by more
than 25% for g

xx,xx
and g

zz,xx
, but the overall diŒerence Dg in the anisotropy does not
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Table 1. CO: magnetizability and hypermagnetizabilities (in au).

Correlated

SCF This work

This work FV-CAS
RASSCF Ref. [13]

Basis IVa Basis IVb Ref. [13] Basis IVa Basis IVb Basis IVb MP2

v
av ®2±606 ®2±606 ®2±607a ®2±720 ®2±720 ®2±691 ®2±754b

v
xx ®2±011 ®2±010 ®2±013 ®2±186 ®2±185 ®2±135 ®2±212

v
zz ®3±797 ®3±797 ®3±796 ®3±788 ®3±788 ®3±803 ®3±838

Dvc ®1±787 ®1±787 ®1±783d ®1±602 ®1±603 ®1±668 ®1±626e

n
xx,z ®0±510 ®0±509 ®0±505 ®0±662 ®0±551 ®0±003 ®0±123

n
zz,z ®0±601 ®0±598 ®0±585 ®0±554 ®0±552 ®0±502 ®0±449

n
xz,x ®1±730 ®1±729 ®1±73 ®1±501 ®1±500 ®1±514 ®1±466

g
xx,xx ®20±80 ®19±40 ®19±90 ®28±46 ®27±22 ®31±17 ®36±41

g
xx,yy ®78±51 ®77±34 ®79±69 ®83±58 ®82±64 ®87±95 ®97±14

g
xx,zz ®35±61 ®35±66 ®35±76 ®39±18 ®39±21 ®43±21 ®47±49

g
zz,zz ®25±99 ®25±76 ®25±06 ®26±89 ®26±13 ®29±44 ®30±51

g
zz,xx ®18±82 ®18±38 ®18±40 ®28±03 ®27±42 ®34±17 ®36±86

g
xz,xz

17±87 17±70 17±88 18±02 17±66 17±80 19±10
Dg 34±55 34±65 35±46 34±37 34±37 35±41 37±85f

a SCF-GIAO ®2±607 [35]; SCF-IGLO ®2±610 [36]; RPA ®2±597 [44].
b MC-GIAO ®2±752 [35]; MC-IGLO ®2±725 [36] ; exp. ®2±066 [45].
c Dv¯ vs®vv.
d SCF-GIAO ®1±784 [35]; SCF-IGLO ®1±785 [36].
e MC-GIAO ®1±606 [35]; MC-IGLO ®1±597 [36]; SOPPA ®2±505 [44]; exp.

®1±739"0±0025 [46].
f Exp. 7±5"59±7 [48].

exceed 10%. Agreement with [13] improves with RASSCF: our value of g
xx,xx

is 14%
smaller than that of Cybulski and Bishop. All other second derivatives are smaller
than their counterpart in [13] by less than 10% (in absolute value). Thus, our
anisotropy (35±41 au) is smaller by about 6%. We should mention that the authors in
[13] also observed strong correlation eŒects for g

xx,xx
and g

zz,xx
in CO, and that they

mention di"culties in ful®lling the sum rule condition for these components, which are
related to the gauge origin dependence of the hypermagnetizabilities.

4.1.2. CO Cotton±Mouton constant
The Cotton±Mouton constant

m
C is studied in detail in table 2. Equation (6) can

be rewritten for CO as

m
C ¯

2pN

27 #Dg!Q(T )´ ¯
2pN

27 (Dg!
2

15kT
DaDv* , (10)

where Da ¯ as®av and Dv¯ vs®vv. The diŒerent terms appearing in equation (10)
are reported in table 2, where our results are compared with others, both experimental
and theoretical. Our correlated (RAS) electric polarizability anisotropy compares very
favourably with experiment [47, 48] and quite well with the accurate CCSD(T) results
obtained by Sekino and Bartlett [49]. By contrast, FV-CAS is unsatisfactory, giving a
poor account of the eŒects of correlation. Kling and Hu$ ttner [48] have published the
only experimental estimate in the literature for Dg. Their value of 7±5"59±7 au allows
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Table 2. The Cotton±Mouton eŒect of CO: temperature dependence (in atomic units except
for

m
C which is in cm$ GÕ # molÕ ").

Correlated
SCF

This worka This worka

This worka Othersb FV-CAS RASSCF Othersb

as 14±444 14±4752c 14±657 15±288d 15±6522e

av 11±255 11±1068c 11±460 11±683f 11±7332e

Da 3±189 3±3684c 3±197 3±605g 3±9190e

3±65h

3±59"0±07i

vs ®3±797 ®3±796 ®3±788 ®3±803 ®3±838
vv ®2±010 ®2±013 ®2±185 ®2±135 ®2±212
Dv ®1±787 ®1±783 ®1±603 ®1±668 ®1±626

®1±739"0±003i

Dg 34±653 35±46 34±37 35±41 37±85
7±5"59±7i

Q(273±15) ®878±40 ®790±00 ®926±86 ®962±8"18i

m
C¬10") ®3±17 ®2±84 ®3±35 ®3±59"0±3i,j

(273±15) ®3±11k ®3±39"0±2i,l

®4±0"0±8m

®3±22"0±1n

a Basis IVb.
b Reference [13] unless stated otherwise.
c TDHF reference [49].
d 15±542 au (6328 A/ ) ; 15±632 au (5461 A/ ).
e CCSD(T) reference [49].
f 11±935 au (6328 A/ ) ; 12±025 au (5461 A/ ).
g 3±607 au (6328 A/ ) ; 3±607 au (5461 A/ ).
h Exp. reference [47].
i Exp. reference [48].
k At 293±15 K.
j 273±15 K.
l 294±15 K.
m Reference [5], 293±15 K, 5461 A/ .
n Reference [64], 293±15 K, 6328 A/ .

plenty of space for agreement with both our results and the results of Cybulski and
Bishop.

Table 2 shows that, in agreement with other systems [7], the temperature-
dependent contribution to the Cotton±Mouton constant is much larger than that due
to the hypermagnetizability anisotropy : C 95±5% of

m
C at 273±15 K in our FV-CAS

approximation and even more (C 96±1%) at the RASSCF level. As a consequence, the
agreement between theory and experiment on the Cotton±Mouton constant

m
C is very

good. The magnetizability and the electric polarizability anisotropies can in fact be
measured and computed with accuracies much higher than those available for the
hypermagnetizability anisotropies. Our best estimates for the static value of

m
C,

®3±35¬10Õ ") cm$ GÕ # molÕ " at 273±15 K and ®3±11¬10Õ ") cm$ GÕ # molÕ " at
293±15 K, are in very good agreement with experiment (see table 2).

According to Cybulski and Bishop [13], the frequency dependence of the
hypermagnetizability anisotropy is ` small but non-negligible ’ in CO, amounting to a
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Table 3. CO: nuclear shieldings and nuclear shielding polarizabilities, "$C atom (in au).

Correlated

SCF This work

This work FV-CAS
RASSCF Refs [16, 17]

Basis IVa Basis IVb Refs [16, 17] Basis IVa Basis IVb Basis IVb MP2

r
av ®23±8 ®23±8 ®25±0a 13±1 13±1 11±1 11±4b

A
z ®374±7 ®374±8 ®376±9c ®399±9 ®400±0 ®341±2 ®393±6

B
xx ®1437±0 ®1438±0 ®1373±8 ®1478±3 ®1475±9 ®1519±5 ®1522±2

B
zz

222±8 224±5 224±1c 132±8 133±8 ®216±1 ®143±2
r

xx ®171±2 ®171±2 ®173±1d ®116±8 ®116±8 ®120±0 ®119±5e

r
zz

271±0 271±0 271±0d 272±9 272±9 273±1 273±2
r!

xx,z
548±6 548±7 551±8 586±4 586±6 498±2 575±9

r!
zz,z

27±1 27±1 27±1 26±8 26±8 27±2 29±0
r!

xz,x
427±4 427±4 429±6 373±2 373±3 361±2 361±3

r!
zx,x ®179±4 ®179±5 ®180±1 ®102±2 ®102±2 ®116±9 ®69±0

r"
xx,xx

1846±3 1862±4 1463±2 2382±8 2380±0 2850±5 2870±0
r"

yy,xx
7073±4 7061±4 7077±3 7145±2 7133±2 6944±6 7032±0

r"
zz,xx ®295±2 ®295±7 ®297±8 ®658±1 ®657±8 ®678±3 ®768±4

r"
zz,zz ®45±2 ®45±4 ®45±7 ®94±1 ®94±3 ®95±3 ®107±9

r"
xx,zz ®645±7 ®651±0 ®649±6 ®351±2 ®354±3 696±1 483±5

r"
xz,xz ®2194±6 ®2195±6 ®2209±1 ®1935±0 ®1935±6 ®1643±7 ®1792±0

r"
zx,xz ®4316±3 ®4316±3 ®4336±3 ®2293±0 ®2289±1 ®2129±6 ®460±9

a SCF-IGLO ®23±40 [36].
b MC-GIAO 8±22 (CAS 7r, 3p, 1d) [38]; MC-IGLO 13±39 [36] ; SDQ-MBPT (4) 4±1 [32];

exp. 3±0"0±9 [58]; exp. rovib. corr. 2±8"0±9 [52].
c Derivative HF: A

z¯®374±5; B
zz¯ 267±8 [18].

d Dr¯ rs®rv ¯ 441±76 (SCF-IGLO [36]).
e Dr¯ rs®rv ¯ 389±32 (MC-IGLO [36]) ; exp. 415 [62].

few per cent in the usual frequency range. While for atoms we are able to study the
frequency dependence of the hypermagnetizabilities [50, 51], for molecules our
approach cannot be employed for this purpose. On the other hand, based on our
discussion above, we expect the frequency dependence of the Cotton±Mouton
constant to arise from the frequency dependence of the temperature dependent part,
and thus mainly the electric polarizability a. We have performed MCSCF linear
response calculations of a at diŒerent frequencies of the applied electric ®eld using our
best basis set and active space. At k¯¢, Da ¯ 3±605 au, at k¯ 6328 A/ , Da ¯ 3±607 au
and at k¯ 5461 A/ , Da ¯ 3±607 au. Apparently, the anisotropy of the electric
polarizability shows negligible dispersion, and we expect the same to hold for the
Cotton±Mouton constant.

4.1.3. CO nuclear magnetic shielding polarizabilities
Tables 3 and 4 summarize the results for the shielding polarizabilities of C and O.

Our results are compared with those of Bishop and Cybulski [16, 17], who published
results for the individual tensor components.

The SCF estimates are in good agreement with those of [16] and [17], where a large
basis set was employed. For the C atom, our average value r

av
(®23±8 ppm in both

basis sets IVa and IVb) is about 5% smaller (in absolute value) than the value of [16]
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Table 4. CO: nuclear shieldings and nuclear shielding polarizabilities, "(O atom (in au).

Correlated

SCF This work

This work FV-CAS
RASSCF Refs [16, 17]

Basis IVa Basis IVb Refs [16, 17] Basis IVa Basis IVb Basis IVb MP2

r
av ®84±4 ®84±4 ®86±8a ®37±2 ®37±1 ®43±8 ®44±7b

A
z

1553±0 1554±0 1561±5c 1184±4 1184±4 1336±4 1242±4
B

xx
1375±0 1380±0 1315±0 993±9 987±3 1360±4 448±3

B
zz

2958±0 2958±0 2970±0c 1223±8 1224±6 1273±4 540±0
r

xx ®331±9 ®331±9 ®335±5d ®260±7 ®260±7 ®270±9 ®272±0e

r
zz

410±6 410±6 410±5d 409±9 409±9 410±2 410±0
r!

xx,z ®2307±9 ®2308±5 ®2320±1 ®1755±1 ®1755±1 ®1982±7 ®1842±0
r!

zz,z ®44±3 ®44±3 ®44±2 ®43±0 ®43±0 ®43±8 ®43±7
r!

xz,x
430±6 430±6 432±6 376±1 376±1 373±1 376±7

r!
zx,x

2413±3 2413±7 2426±7 1724±5 1724±7 1686±4 1331±0
r"

xx,xx ®2916±1 ®2946±9 ®2544±6 ®1235±9 ®1248±0 ®1307±7 ®237±8
r"

yy,xx
1052±1 1045±9 991±3 ®174±3 ®129±5 ®2352±8 1093±0

r"
zz,xx ®6386±6 ®6376±2 ®6324±0 ®4553±3 ®4546±5 ®4501±8 ®3545±0

r"
zz,zz ®184±7 ®184±9 ®185±2 ®138±4 ®138±6 ®150±1 ®140±7

r"
xx,zz ®8783±0 ®8779±7 ®8813±8 ®3602±1 ®3604±5 ®3745±2 ®1550±0

r"
xz,xz ®166±0 ®167±1 ®166±2 ®526±7 ®527±2 ®236±0 ®389±4

r"
zx,xz

8078±5 8113±0 8176±3 1444±9 1463±4 1873±9 ®5618±0

a SCF-IGLO ®83±86 [36].
b MC-GIAO ®38±92 (CAS 7r, 3p, 1d) [38]; MC-IGLO ®36±66 (FV-CAS) [36] ; SDQ-

MBPT(4) ®52±0 [32]; exp. ®42±3"17±2 [65]; exp. rovib. corr. ®36±7"17±2 [63, 52].
c Derivative HF: A

z¯ 1526±7 ; B
zz¯ 2953±1 [18].

d Dr¯ rs®rv ¯ 742±45 (SCF-IGLO [36]).
e Dr¯ rs®rv ¯ 670±48 (MC-IGLO [36]) ; Exp. 653 [62].

and [17], mainly because of a diŒerence in the perpendicular component. The SCF-
IGLO result of van Wu$ llen [36] is in nice agreement with our estimate. For the O atom,
we observe a 3% disagreement for r

av
(®84±4 ppm versus ®86±8 ppm) and good

agreement with SCF-IGLO.
Comparing with [16] and [17], again all components of the polarizability diŒer by

less than 1%, with the exception of r"
xx,xx

which in our case is 21% larger. The overall
eŒect on the rotational average B

xx
diŒers by less than 5%. For the O atom, the

situation is similar: 13% disagreement for r"
xx,xx

, 5% for r"
yy,xx

and 5% for B
xx

,
compared with Bishop and Cybulski. For A

z
and B

zz
we can also compare with the

derivative Hartree±Fock results of [18]. In the case of the C atom, the comparison is
favourable for A

z
, while Augspurger and Dykstra’s estimate for B

zz
is about 15%

larger than both ours and Bishop and Cybulski’s. Less than 2% disagreement is
observed for the O atom for both averages.

Correlation aŒects dramatically both the nuclear shieldings and their polar-
izabilities. There have now been several quite sophisticated attempts at estimating the
nuclear magnetic shieldings of both C and O in carbon monoxide (see [33] for an
extensive analysis of the problem), and the results diŒer strongly. The C nuclear
magnetic shielding varies from 13±39 ppm (MC-IGLO [36]) to 0±8 ppm (CCSD [33]),
while experiment is at 2±8"0±9 ppm (rovibrationally corrected) [52]. The CCSD(T)
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estimate of Gauss moves the CCSD result up to 5±6 ppm [33], demonstrating the
importance of triple excitations. MC-GIAO with a (7r, 3p and 1d) CAS and HIV basis
gives 8±22 ppm [38]. Note that, taking CCSD(T) as the reference, MC-GIAO [38]
overshoots correlation by about 9%, FV-CAS by 25% and our ` intermediate ’
(restricted) active space by about 20%, more or less as the MP2 results of Bishop and
Cybulski [16, 17]. As far as the O atom is concerned, discrepancies between diŒerent
approaches are less marked (in percentage), ranging from ®36±66 ppm (MC-IGLO
[36]) to ®52±9 ppm (CCSD(T) [33]). Our FV-CAS estimate is ®37±1 ppm, RASSCF
gives ®43±83 ppm, and (7r, 3p and 1d) CASSCF gives ®38±92 ppm [38]. Again taking
CCSD(T) as reference, MC-GIAO overestimates correlation by as much as 30±50%.

The nuclear magnetic shielding polarizabilities show, as expected, complex
behaviour with respect to correlation. Some components are largely insensitive (for
example the r!

zz,z
component in both C and O or r"

yy,xx
for C), while others vary

dramatically, as for instance r"
zz,xx

for C, the r"
zx,xz

component for both nuclei, or r"
yy,xx

for O. Moreover, the FV-CAS diŒers signi®cantly from MP2 [16, 17], in some cases
alarmingly. This is especially true for the second derivatives, and is re¯ected in the
averages B

xx
and B

zz
. It appears that Bishop and Cybulski’s statement [16] that ``(!)

the shielding polarizabilities of (!) CO (and probably most molecules) are extremely
sensitive to electron correlation and (!) the handling of this eŒect must be more
sophisticated than MP2 theory ’’ should be extended at the very least to our FV-CAS
approach. With RASSCF, our agreement with Cybulski and Bishop improves
noticeably for the shielding polarizabilities of the C atom. We agree at least on the sign
of B

zz
, although we are still 50% oŒ, due to the discrepancy on r"

xx,zz
(C). On the other

hand r"
zx,xz

(C), which does not contribute to the rotational averages, does not show
any tendency to get closer to the value predicted by Cybulski and Bishop. There is no
evidence of an improvement of our agreement for the shielding polarizabilities of the
oxygen atom. On the contrary, we observe, if possible, a stronger disagreement, since
our averages exhibit a sensibly smaller dependence on correlation. It is perhaps worth
noting, however, that in spite of the remarkable disagreements of our correlated
results with those of Cybulski and Bishop [16, 17] (with a couple of exceptions for
r§(O)) both the sign and the order of magnitude of the eŒects of correlation on the
shielding polarizabilities are quite well reproduced. For example, our estimates for the
correlation contribution to the r"

xx,zz
components for the C atom and O atom are

C 1350 ppm au and C 5000 ppm au, respectively, compared with Cybulski and
Bishop MP2 correlation contributions of C 1150 ppm au and C 7000 ppm au,
respectively.

4.2. CH
%

Our results for CH
%

are summarized in tables 5±7. Table 5 reports the
magnetizability polarizabilities, while tables 6 and 7 are devoted to the nuclear
magnetic shielding polarizabilities.

4.2.1. CH
%

magnetizability polarizabilities
There are several theoretical estimates of the magnetic susceptibility of methane in

the literature, mainly at the SCF level [53±55]. By contrast, we are aware of only two
quite recent correlated origin-independent estimates, the MC-GIAO value of [35] and
the MC-IGLO result of van Wu$ llen [36]. The eŒect of correlation is quite small
(C 1±5%). Our (2a

"
, 3a

"
, 1t

#
, 2t

#
, 3t

#
) CASSCF magnetizability (®4±047 au) and the

MC-GIAO value [35], with the same active space but an augmented cc-pVTZ basis set,
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Table 5. CH
%
: magnetizability and hypermagnetizabilities (in au).

SCF

This work Correlated
This work

Basis IVa Basis IVb Ref. [15] Basis IVa

v ®3±9898 ®3±9890a ®4±0468c

n
xy,z

0±51 0±51 0±79
g

xx,zz ®72±9 ®72±7 ®72±37 ®83±3
g

zz,zz ®29±5 ®29±0 ®29±80 ®38±7
g

xz,xz
14±8 14±1 13±13 19±0

Dg 35±0 34±4 32±79 40±7c

a HF limit: SCF-GIAO ®3±9893 [54]; basis set aug-cc-pVTZ,

®3±9944 [35]; SCF-IGLO ®3±9919 [37].
b MC-GIAO, basis set aug-cc-pVTZ ®4±0527 [35]. MC-IGLO, FV-

CAS ®3±9348 [36]; exp. ®3±9158"0±1647 [66], scaled as shown in [54].
c Semiempirical, ` spherical molecule’ approximation41±8 [14]; exp.

48±1"3±0 [14].

show a trend opposite to that of [36], predicting a diŒerent sign for the correlation
correction. van Wu$ llen employed a FV-CAS approximation, which appears to be
inadequate for a description of the eŒect of correlation on the magnetizability. We
therefore discarded FV-CAS and moved directly to our larger active space for the
CPU intensive hypermagnetizability and shielding polarizability calculations.

There is only one very recent literature reference for the components of the
hypermagnetizability, the cubic response RPA paper by Norman et al. [15]. Using a
gauge origin dependent approach and a basis set comparable with our best set, they
calculate directly the uncorrelated frequency dependent hyperpolarizabilities. The
maximum disagreement with [15] is C 7% (on g

xz,xz
), and our anisotropy is C 5%

larger than theirs.
Electron correlation has a signi®cant in¯uence on the hypermagnetizabilities. The

individual components of the hypermagnetizability change by as much as C 35%
(g

zz,zz
and g

xz,xz
) whereas the anisotropy increases by more than 18%.

4.2.2. CH
%

Cotton±Mouton constant
Our best value for the hypermagnetizability anisotropy Dg is 40±7 au. This

corresponds to
m

C ¯ 1±53¬10Õ "* cm$ GÕ # molÕ ", independent of the temperature.
Buckingham et al. [5] measured a magnetizability anisotropy of C (!142±"80±) au,
corresponding to

m
C ¯ (!5±3"3±)¬10Õ "* cm$ GÕ # molÕ " at 5461 A/ . Methane thus

exhibits a Cotton±Mouton constant which is very close to that of H
#
O

(1±4¬10Õ "* cm$ GÕ # molÕ ") [7] and argon (0±9¬10Õ "* cm$ GÕ # molÕ ") [51], much
smaller than that of CO and an order of magnitude larger than that of the isoelectronic
neon atom (0±1¬10Õ "* cm$ GÕ # molÕ ") [50]. Bishop and Pipin [14] obtained a
semiempirical estimate of Dg of methane by resorting to a spherical molecular model
and employing the usual approximations applicable to atomic systems. Their number
(41±8 au) agrees remarkably well with ours, and both results compare favourably with
the experiment cited by the authors of [14] as a `private communication ’ from
W. Hu$ ttner (48±1"3± au). The spherical molecule approximation invoked by Bishop
and Pipin in [14] appears to be quite successful. Methane thus exhibits, as does water,
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Table 6. CH
%
: nuclear shieldings and nuclear shielding polarizabilities,"$C atom (in au).

SCF

This work Correlated
This work

Basis IVa Basis IVb Ref. [19] Basis IVa

r 193±4 193±4 196±01a 200±4b

r!
xy,z ®51±6 ®51±6 ®99±7

r"
xx,zz

538±2 540±7 560±3 893±6
r"

zz,zz ®2156±0 ®2158±4 ®1929±5 ®1583±6
r!

xz,xz
921±5 915±9 664±1

B 179±9 179±5 134±8c ®33±9

a SCF-GIAO 193±5 [38], 195±7 [31]; SCF-IGLO 193±82 [37]; HF
limit 193±4 [57]; RPA 194±05 [56].

b MC-GIAO, FV-CAS 198±1, CAS(83) 198±2 [38] ; MC-IGLO, FV-
CAS 198±39 [37] ; GIAO-MBPT(2) 201±5 [31] ; SOPPA 195±99 [56]; exp.
198±7 [58].

c Reference [18], B ¯ 179±9.

a quasi atomic response to the electromagnetic perturbation in the Cotton±Mouton
eŒect.

4.2.3. CH
%

nuclear magnetic shielding polarizabilities
Table 6 summarizes our results for the nuclear magnetic shielding and its

polarizabilities for the C atom. The polarizabilities are compared with the only other
literature numbers for the individual tensor components : the SCF estimates by
Grayson and Raynes [19].

Our best SCF estimate for r(C) is 193±4 ppm, the same value obtained with basis
set IVa. Basis set convergence for this observable seems to be satis®ed. Our shielding
is in good agreement with others [19,31, 37, 38,56], and it is on top of the HF limit
(193±4 ppm [57]). Correlation increases r(C) by C 3%, and our CASSCF value is
200±4 ppm. Again we agree fairly well with other estimates, ranging from 195±99 ppm
for SOPPA in [56] to 201±5 ppm for GIAO-MBPT(2) in [31]. Experiment records
198±7 ppm [58].

Basis set convergence seems to be satisfactory also for the shielding polarizabilities
at the SCF level, supporting our choice of basis IVa for the large CASSCF calculations.
The stability with respect to the basis set for the hyperpolarizabilities contrasts with
the evidence put forward by Grayson and Raynes [19]. We list in table 6 their best
results, obtained with a double-zeta electric-®eld polarized basis set. The authors
observe some basis set dependence, which strongly in¯uences the average B. Their
value of 134±8 ppm au is signi®cantly smaller than our 179±5 ppm au. On the other
hand, we agree well with the B ¯ 179±8 ppm au of Augspurger and Dykstra [18]. With
correlation, the individual components change by 35%±40 %, the combined eŒect on
the average B being dramatic : B ¯®33±94 ppm au.

Table 7 shows the nuclear magnetic shieldings and the components of the shielding
polarizability tensors that contribute to the rotational averages for the hydrogen atom
located in the (0, 0, !z) position in a coordinate frame centred on C with the molecule
in a C

$v
arrangement. We report for comparison the corresponding estimates of
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Table 7. CH
%
: nuclear shieldings and nuclear shielding polarizabilities for the H atom at

(0, 0, !z) in a C
$v

arrangement (in au).

SCF

This work Correlated
This work

Basis IVa Basis IVb Ref. [20] Basis IVa

r
av

31±4 31±4 31±97a 31±2b

r
xx

28±1 28±1 28±82 27±8
r

zz
37±9 37±9 38±26 38±0

r!
xx,x ®3±4 ®3±4 ®5±6 ®3±2

r!
xx,z ®97±0 ®97±0 ®98±9 ®93±7

r!
zz,z ®42±2 ®42±2 ®42±8 ®39±1

r"
xx,xx ®138±1 ®138±1 ®93±8 ®146±8

r"
xx,zz

69±9 70±0 90±3 19±8
r"

zz,zz ®132±9 ®133±2 ®134±5 ®152±8
r"

zz,xx ®153±9 ®153±4 ®163±6 ®134±6
r"

xx,yy ®260±9 ®260±2 ®225±8 ®275±5
A

z
78±7 78±8 80±2c 75±4

B
xx

92±1 92±0 80±5d 92±8
B

zz ®1±2 ®1±1 ®7±7 ®18±7

a HF limit : 31±10 [57]; SCF-GIAO 31±37 [38]; RPA 31±39 [56]; SCF-
IGLO 31±22 [37].

b MC-GIAO (83) 31±26 [38]; MC-IGLO, FV-CAS 31±13 [37];
SOPPA 31±20 [56]; GIAO-MBPT(2) 31±4, CCSD 31±5, CCSD(T) 31±6
[33]; exp. 30±61"0±024 [59].

c 45±1 [18], molecule in a T
d

arrangement.
d 57±2 [18], molecule in a T

d
arrangement.

Grayson and Raynes [20, 21], who performed the calculations by placing the origin of
the coordinate system on the H atom.

Once again, basis set convergence is quite well achieved at the SCF level, both for
the nuclear shielding and its electric ®eld derivatives. Our SCF value for r(H),
31±37 ppm, is very close to those of others [20, 37,38, 54, 56]. Correlation seems to be
unimportant, leading to a decrease in r(H) of about 3%. We compute r(H) ¯
31±2 ppm. Gaus [33] shows how insensitive the chemical shielding of H is in CH

%
. His

MBPT(2) value diŒers by only 0±2 ppm from the CCSD(T) estimate. The numbers in
the literature range from 31±13 (MC-IGLO FV-CAS [37]) to Gauss’ 31±6 ppm
(CCSD(T) [33]). Sophisticated treatments of electron correlation are not required in
this case. There is an experimental value of 30±61"0±024 ppm [59].

The shielding polarizabilities are unaŒected by the change in the basis set going
from IVa to IVb. A comparison with Grayson and Raynes shows some disagreement,
re¯ected in particular in B

zz
. Our B

xx
is larger than that of Grayson and Raynes by

about 15%. Correlation has a small eŒect on the shielding polarizabilities of the H
nucleus as well. With the exception of r"

xx,zz
, which goes from C 70 ppm au to

C 20 ppm au going from SCF to CASSCF, all other components shown in table 7
change by 5±10% upon introducing correlation. The exceptional eŒect felt by r"

xx,zz
is

responsible for the strong increase (in absolute value, from ®1±1 ppm au to

®18±7 ppm au) of the rotational average B
zz

.
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5. Conclusion

We have presented the results of extended gauge origin independent SCF and
MCSCF calculations of the hypermagnetizabilities and shielding polarizabilities for
CO and CH

%
.

Correlation eŒects were found to be especially important for CO, and essential for
nuclear shielding polarizabilities, where an approach more sophisticated than ours is
required. The experimentally measurable magnetic ®eld induced birefringence, the
Cotton±Mouton eŒect, is only marginally dependent on the relatively correlation
insensitive hypermagnetizability anisotropy. It depends largely on the electric
polarizability and magnetizability anisotropies, and thus it is in¯uenced by correlation
essentially due to the eŒect on the electric polarizability anisotropy Da.

We have presented the ®rst correlated results for the hypermagnetizabilities in
methane, con®rming that the single-determinant approximation is quite reliable even
for higher-order properties for this molecule.

Our study does not include vibrational corrections. Bishop and Cybulski have
computed vibrational averages and pure vibrational contributions for magneti-
zabilities and hypermagnetizabilities [13], nuclear magnetic shieldings and shielding
polarizabilities [17] of CO. Vibrational averaging has a negligible eŒect on the
individual components of the hypermagnetizability tensor, whereas pure vibrational
contributions are in some cases quite large. The authors observe, however, that the
overall eŒect on the hypermagnetizability anisotropy is small, C 5% at MP2 level. For
shielding polarizabilities the situation is quite diŒerent, and the eŒects are in some
cases huge, both on the individual components and on the averages. Bishop and Pipin
extended recently the study of vibrational contributions to the Kerr eŒect and electric
®eld induced second harmonic generation of methane [60].

We have not discussed the frequency dependence of our polarizabilities, since our
approach cannot be extended easily to the calculation of dispersion for these
properties. However, dispersion eŒects are often smaller than other eŒects (tem-
perature or intermolecular) and, as shown for CO, they might not be especially
important for comparison with experiment in some cases. In this ®eld, the recent
implementation of the cubic response, although limited to date to RPA, appears
promising [61].

All in all, the ®eld where so much is due to the eŒorts of Professor Buckingham
oŒers today still more arguments for further discussion and investigation.

We would like to express our gratitude to Michaø Jaszun! ski, for many helpful
discussions and comments, and to Poul Jùrgensen for permitting us to run some of the
calculations in Aarhus and for his contribution to the advancement of this project.
S.C. acknowledges support from the Italian CNR. This work has received support
from the Norwegian Supercomputing Committee (TRU) through a grant of
computing time.
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